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Wild Flavour Experiences





introduction to flavour fred

Showcasing wild flavours and their history across the UK. Always foraging, blending, distilling and

cooking up flavourful experiences.

Professional Forager with 20 years experience in Wild Flavours in particular culinary uses,

preservation, distillation and the FOlklore & history surrounding them.

10 years running wild food pub/restaurant listed as 7th best uk pub in the timeS.  With appearances

on BBC Countryfile, & Food Unwrapped



option 1 - 3 hour Flavour-led foraging walk 

i'll take you into nature and show you how to find and identify my favourite

wild plants, fruits and fungi. 

Along the way you’ll learn some science and folklore, pick up tips on surviving

in the woods, have a few laughs, get to taste some of the boozy concoctions

and delicious wild flavours that can be made with what we find. 

PRICEs: start at £500

(£40 PER PERSON, Max 22 people)



OPTION 2 - "MEET YOUR INGREDIENTS"

For something more in depth “Meet your ingredients” is an interactive, ALL-INCLUSIVE

day-long foraging, fire cooking AND COCKTAILS SESSION.  

. We will be walking 3 HOURS along a route foraging for flavour and teach

the identification techniques, folklore and the history associated with wild

ingredients. AFTER WHICH A FEAST OVER FIRE WITH WILD COCKTAILS IS SERVED.

PRIVATE SESSIONS Start at £750

£95 per person, MAX 18 people



Why forage? wild wellness benefits of foraging
It is hard to overstate the value of nature. Skills developed, knowledge gained and fun had in the wild will prove immensely

valuable in every aspect of your life and work. Time spent outdoors and connecting with nature will change your perspective and

enhance your sense of wellbeing.

As humans, our senses were developed first to assist us in hunting and gathering. Our perception of colour helped us pick the

ripest fruit and tell the poisonous from the tastiest berries. The powerful link between smell and memory helped us remember

those plants we had eaten safely before, and those we had been taught to fear. Your body hasn’t forgotten this: wild plants

still provide a vivid and delicious feast for the senses.

my experience and passion speaks for itself, and so will yours if you join me, but there is also much scientific research being

undertaken to confirm what we know instinctively about the forest – that wellbeing, health, happiness at work and home,
memory and teamwork all improve as a result of immersing oneself in the wild. It has been shown that being close to nature can

improve people’s mood, productivity and wellbeing. In Japan, the art of Shinrin-yoku or “forest bathing” is widely practiced and

recognised as a therapeutic activity, and western science is just catching on to this knowledge.

 



testimonials
"The Meet Your Ingredients event was a fantastic day out. George is a foraging encyclopaedia, and has the sort of deep

knowledge that comes from years of working in the food business. The meal he cooked up was absolutely delicious. He

spoilt us with yummy cocktails made from his own booze. It was so good, I had to buy a bottle. It was really good value

for money when the time spent foraging, eating and drinking is all added up. Much better than just going for a regular

meal out. Would definitely recommend to anyone interested in food, flavours or foraging"

- Michelle O'Sullivan

“Absolutely Delightful! We Had A Lunch Picnic And A Foraging Walk With Flavour Fred Around The Hackney Marshes. We Had A

Group Of 15 People For A Summer Activity At Work. The Picnic Was Super Yummy, Everything Went Smoothly And On Time. The

Walk Was Also Very Informative Around The Hackney Marshes. George Told The Story Of The Plants In His Own Unique Style,

Making It Not Only Informative But Also Funny & Memorable. I’d Definitely Recommend The Session For Any Group With

Interests In Nature.”

– Winny Mulyasasmita, Chief of Staff, WNWN Food Labs



testimonials

“For our Summer parties we always look for something fun and a little quirky – we were definitely not
disappointed! flavour fred hosted our team for an afternoon and evening of action packed and incredibly

insightful foraging followed by a banquet of mouth-watering food made with finest ingredients. We all learnt a

lot about what there is to fetch on your doorstep in nature’s garden and at the same time had a real laugh

and a lot of fun. I would highly recommend flavour fred for a one of a kind experience!” 

-Aisling Crapnell, SOANE Britain

 



socials: @flavourfred

www.flavourfred.com

george@flavourfred.com

07535922779


